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Thanks for visiting my fundraising page. In March this year I go 10,000 steps a day for a month to help beat cancer earlier. Help me walk all over cancer and fund life-saving research by sponsoring me. You never need a reason to read Jane Austen, but if for some reason, you feel like
you're doing, there's a perfectly good one: Reading her work can make you a better writer. Although Austin has only completed six novels in her too few years, both her life and her writings offer valuable lessons for those honing their craft. One way Austin learned was to read and criticize
the work of others, and we can do the same to get a glimpse from her. At jane Austen Writers Club: Inspiration and advice from the world's most loved novelists, Rebecca Smith examines iconic author's novels, essays and letters. Of these, she draws useful conclusions and provides advice
and writing exercises. In the process, she walks us through illustrative passages, basically bringing us on a tour of some of Austin's best scenes. (Yes, you can swing at her characters again.) It's clear that there's a lot to learn from Austin, whether you choose to follow her example or follow
her clearly laid out advice. Either way, the time spent reading Austin is always a well-spent time. Below are eight ways that reading Jane Austen's unusual work can make you a better writer. You don't need to trust just your own or trashy interpretations of what Austin did well. In his satirical
plan for an 1815 novel quoting Smith, Austin revealed his thoughts on which pitfalls should be avoided by good authors. We can safely believe that we should do the opposite.2 She's the queen of free indirect storytelling. Austin is considered one of the first champions of free indirect
language, a third-person narrative style that mixes into first-person ideas. As Smith points out, Austin didn't invent it; She was, however, the first person to use it so widely and effectively. Reading it shows how it can be used successfully.3 Her work illustrates the beauty of texture. Smith
highlights how textured Austen's novels are, thanks to intriguing subplots, complex characters and numerous other elements. Many layers serve to make Austin's stories more compelling, especially when we see her weave everything together. Any writer who manages this feat makes their
work richer.4 Her novels show that you can be brave with your heroes and heroines. Austin has come up with a host of memorable heroes and heroines over the years, and Smith points out how unlikely some are. Take Mansfield Park's timid Fanny Price or Emma's sometimes thoughtless
Emma Woodhouse, for example. They show that unique and complex characters help keep the story going It demonstrates how to write a happy ending that is not cheesy. There are people with who would make fun of the happy ending, but Austin knew how to make it satisfying. Smith
argues that part of how Austin achieved this was by making sure the details weren't entirely predictable.6 She proves that editing is your friend. The first draft was not the end of the writing process for Austin. The most common mistake aspiring writers to make is to send their work to
potential agents before it is ready, Smith writes. Like Austin, all our work can benefit from reviews and some serious editing.7 Her writing underscores the importance of being willing to experiment. Unfortunately, Austin was able to complete only a limited number of novels before her death,
but she still managed to experiment. As Smith points out, Austin played with the kinds of characters she wrote about as she introduced them, form and a lot of new things. Follow her example and stretch yourself.8 It is a testament to practice and hard work. Now the truth is universally
acknowledged that Austin was a successful writer, but that wasn't always the case. Smith stresses that the novelist spent decades writing and rewriting to accomplish what she did. There's no guarantee of success, but working as hard as Austin did is probably the best thing you can do.
Picture: MarioGuti/E+/Getty Images; Gifi (8) Janeites, rejoice! Bath, USA Jane Austen Center announced December 16, Ms Austen's birthday as (unofficial) Jane Austen Day. The illuminated society, which hosts the Regency writer's celebration every year, spreads love both on the calendar
and on social media: the Jane Austen Center's Facebook page encourages Janeites around the world to share their celebrations on December 16. (Need the inspiration of the regentium era? Before mocking the inconsistency of such a niche, antiques celebrations, take a moment to
consider jane Austen's enduring relevance. Of course, she may have been the most staunch supporter of the proper total (she did, after all, the universally accepted truth of a wealthy man who inevitably wants - no, needing - a wife). Not exactly the most millennial worldview. But what Austin
may have lacked in progressive feminism is more than overtaking her pure kmot, in her destructive social observations and in her enduring portraits of what it is to be young and in love. If it doesn't cut it, here's a list of 3 more reasons why the (modern) world deserves Jane Austen Day.Her
sker-saying social observations will still make you cringe, laugh, and swoonJane Austen is the unofficial heroine of not even thinly veiled stops. Take, for example, her hilariously unflattering portrayal of spineless thief John Dashwood in the sense and was not an unkind young man, unless
he was cold-blooded enough and selfish enough to be unkind. Or in Mrs. Bennett's pride and bias: She was a woman of middle understanding, little information and insecure luck. When she was dissatisfied, she was nervous. The point of her life was for her daughters to marry; his conspoch
was visiting and news. Of course, we can all learn the value and power not to change our words from a keen Ms. Austin.These observations are still pitched (and relevant) enough to use on Twitter... or cute mugSouth way class your Twitter feed is to throw one of these gems into the usual
combination of late subways and Benedict Cumberbatch-fuelled fangirling (just me?). Want to prick some of this regency state charm into your life and abode? Pick up a few such brazen trinkets. Who says Jane Austen has no place in the 2010s? (Mrs. Bennett White Ceramic Mug by
StitchesintheLibrary, $15, etsy.com.) She reminds us that being young and in love is nothing new — but it is always nauseaMeanism and wit aside, Jane Austen had a real gift to portray the strange violence of passionately falling in love. As with Persuasion, in which our hero Frederick
Wentworth goes heavy on melodrama in his profession of love for our heroine, Anne Eliot: You Puncture My Soul. I'm half an agony, half hopeful. Tell me not that I am too late that such precious feelings have gone forever. I offer myself to you again with a heart even more of your own than
when you nearly broke it, eight years and a half ago... Too good, too distinctive a creature! You do us justice, indeed. Not to mention the fact that these bizarre images of knights, through the magic of our obsessive media-hungry culture, have led to a few dashing Mr. Darcis. One for each
brand of archetypic Hollywood handsomeness.So... celebrate on Tuesday! We will — do not doubt it. Picture: Columbia Pictures; Universal Pictures Photos via Fanpop/Dine Super-Sized British Estate, known as Wentworth Woodhouse, reportedly inspired Jane Austen to create a Pemberley
estate in her classic novel Pride and Prejudice, and the man who once overpowered him, the 4th Earl of Fitzwilham, inspired the creation of the unlearned Mr. Darcy. And now the largest private residence in Europe is for sale for 7 million euros, reports The Daily Mail. And while £7 million
may seem reasonable when you consider a house covering 5 miles of corridors, and has room for every day of the year, the lucky new owner also stands to inherit a repair bill of up to £42 million. Wentworth Woodhouse was built by Rockingham's First Marquess in 1725, according to
Kerbid, and was later employed by the first Earl of Stafford and the second Marques Rockingham, who later post of Prime Minister. In his heyday, the rooms of the room were listed all you could imagine - family, hairdresser, candles, light bulbs - and guests were given baskets of confetti to
create a trail from the dining room back to their quarters, reports The Telegraph. The estate was unveiled in numerous parts of the period on television and in movies, and was used by the military during World War II, but began to decline in the 1950s. Now the Newbold family, which
acquired the estate in 1999, is keen to pass it on to someone who can take on the complex project of restoring grand manners and returning it to its former glory. Check out the photos below to take a look at just a few of the estate's many rooms and gorgeous gardens. Woodworth
Woodhouse's Eastern Front. Photo Via The Telegraph The main staircase connecting Pillared Hall to a marble salon. Photo via Dine The Painted Drawing Room. Photo via Dine The Whistle Jacket Room. Photo via Dine Marble Salon. Photo via Dine Marble Salon. Photo via Dine The Van
Dyke Room. Photo via Dine The current owner, Clifford Newbold. Photo Through the façade of The Telegraph The Estate. Photo Via the official Wentworth Woodhouse Facebook wentworth Woodhouse in November 1945. Photo Via Getty Images Wentworth Woodhouse in November 1945.
Photo Via Getty Images Peter Wentworth-Fitzwilm, the 8th Earl of Fitzwillyam, and his wife Olive Dorothea Plunkett at Wentworth Woodhouse in April 1946. Photo via Getty ImagesPLUS! Don't miss: Inside Marilyn Monroe's Brentwood HomeThe Gone With the Wind House gets the ultimate
Makeover Of Your Chance to Live as Hollywood Royalty This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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